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Summary 
Model-based diagnosis is a new intelligent diagnostic technique 
which can overcome the shortcomings of traditional diagnostic 
methods. In this paper, a novel method of propagating failure 
value in model-based diagnosis is proposed, and the computing 
procedure is characterized by combining revised SE-tree (set 
enumeration tree) with closed nodes to produce all the diagnoses. 
It can directly compute all minimal diagnoses (MDs), without 
computing all the conflict sets and therefore the hitting sets of the 
collection of the corresponding conflict sets like the classical 
methods, and then the combinatorial explosion caused by calling 
ATMS, known as an NP-complete problem, can be avoided as 
well. As the closed nodes are added into the SE-tree, the 
non-minimal diagnoses can never be produced, and the true 
resolutions can not be missed by pruning either. The program is 
easy to be realized, and the diagnosis efficiency is highly 
improved by this method to satisfy real-time requirement, even for 
a complex system. 
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1. Introduction 
Model-based diagnosis is a new type of intelligent 

reasoning technique proposed for overcoming the serious 
drawbacks of traditional diagnostic methods [1]. And it is 
one of the active branches of Artificial Intelligence, 
playing both the role of test bed of several approaches to 
KR and reasoning and the role of generator of new 
problems and approaches. Conflict recognition, aiming at 
generating all minimal conflict sets, and candidate 
generation, aiming at generating all minimal hit sets, are of 
the two important steps towards to final diagnosis results. 
We have proposed an algorithm of combining SE-tree to 
generate all minimal conflict sets [2] and an algorithm of 
deriving all minimal conflict sets based on ATMS[3]. As it 
is an NP-hard problem [4], conflict set recognition must be 
avoided as possible.  

How to derive all MDs? Chittaro[5] et al. proposed a 
hierarchical model which can represent multiple behavioral 
modes of one component in its various states. Baroni[6] et 

al. proposed a dynamic system model based on the 
finite-state automata. Console [7] et al. described the 
diagnostic problem based on the process algebra. Fattah 
and Dechter[8], Stumptner and Wotawa[9] respectively 
proposed a polynomial-time algorithm for diagnosing the 
tree-structured systems. Friedrich [10] also presented a 
polynomial-time approach for finding a minimal diagnosis. 
Based on the information of system structure, Luan and 
Dai [11] proposed a method of diagnosing a physical system 
without computing the conflict sets. Console [12] and Milde 
[13] proposed a method of diagnosing an actual system by 
generating a decision tree based on the system model. In 
order to deploy the real-world applications of model-based 
diagnosis, several relevant contributions were proposed in 
the literature (Refs [14-16]).  

The main shortcomings of the above methods include: 
(1) Computing by above methods is quite complex or 
NP-complete problem. (2) Algorithm is polynomial time 
only in special conditions[8.9.11.12.13]. (3) The completeness 
of the results cannot be guaranteed [14.15.16]. 

In order to overcome the shortcomings mentioned above, 
we propose a novel method for computing all MDs. 
Furthermore, the computing procedure is formalized by 
combining revised SE-tree with closed nodes to produce 
all the resolutions gradually. The advantages of this 
method include: (1) It can directly compute all MDs, 
without computing all the conflict sets and therefore the 
hitting sets of the collection of the corresponding conflict 
sets. (2) As the closed nodes are added into the SE-tree, the 
non-minimal diagnoses can never be produced, and the 
true resolutions can not be missed by pruning either. (3) 
Though it is described by tree structure, it is not necessary 
to be implemented by using tree or graph structure, but 
only using simple link structure, so it is easily 
implemented. (4) All MDs obtained are minimal, not need 
to be reduced finally, and all MDs are bound to be 
obtained. 

This paper is organized as follows. The failure value 
propagation diagnostic method is informally described in 
Section 2. An example is shown in Section 3. System 
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implement is outlined in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn 
in Section 5. 

2. FaultComps-tree method 

2.1 FaultComps-tree method 
The main idea of this method is as follows. A 

FaultComps-tree is a tree, where the sets of nodes 
generated are from shorter to longer, and it can enumerate 
all subsets of a given set. The pruned FaultComps-tree is 
generated depending upon whether the set is diagnosis 
results or not. Furthermore, all MDs are derived finally. 

The set-enumeration tree (SE-tree) was proposed by 
Rymon[17]. A complete SE-tree can systemically enumerate 
all the elements of the power-set by a pre-imposed order, 
such as the alpha-beta order, numerical order, etc. For 
example, a full SE-tree of an ordered set S = {A, B, C, D} 
is shown in Fig.1. 

 
Fig.1. The SE-tree of the set {A, B, C, D} 

Procedure 1. To derive all MDs of a system, we 
generate a pruned FaultComps -tree T in width-first by the 
following procedure. 

1.for (every set faus from right to left at the same level.) 
2.  for (every set tems generated which is marked with 

“√” at faus’s right hand.) 
3.    if (faus ⊇  tems) 
4.      mark set faus with “×”, not to be extended it 

latter;  
5.      break； 
6.    end 
7.  end 
8.  if ( faus is diagnosis result)  
9.    mark the set faus with “√”, not to be extended it 

latter.; 
10.  end 
11.end  
Finally, all MDs of the system are the sets which are 

marked with“√”in the pruned FaultComps-tree T. 
Let’s show the soundness and the completeness of this 
algorithm. 

(1) Soundness: We mainly show the soundness of the 
two pruning rules as follows. On one hand, if the label set 
of a node is a diagnosis set (DS), then all of its children 

nodes must be proper supersets of it. Therefore, it is 
marked with “√”, not to be extended latter. On the other 
hand, if the label set A is not a DS, then for each DS node 
B generated which is marked with “√” at A’s right hand, if 
A⊇B, then A is a proper superset of B, and A need not be 
further extended. Therefore, it avoids the generation of the 
proper superset of MDs. Otherwise, we will judge whether 
the set A is a DS or not.  

(2) Completeness: As an SE-tree can enumerate all the 
elements of the power-set by a pre-imposed order, so all 
the possible sets, each of which is not a proper superset of 
some MDs can be generated. All the MDs will be 
generated in the end. 

(3) The complexity of the algorithm is O (2k) in the 
worst situation, where k is the number of the system 
components. However, many nodes have been pruned by 
pruning rules, and hence the complexity is much less than 
O (2k) in general.  

A method of using failure behavior to identify whether 
faus is DS or not is given in the next subsection.  

2.2 Propagating failure value method 
If the component set is a DS, the output value of the 

component in this set will be a failure value. So we will 
use a variable to express the output value of the component. 
Then we compute all the output value of components 
which have relation to the corresponding variable (based 
on ATMS in special directions). Therefore, we have some 
equations about all the variables. 

We use the linked list of obsval to store the relevant 
information of parameters of the observation, the linked 
list of sysval to store the relevant information of 
parameters of non-fault systems. Let the linked list of 
tempobsval be a copy of sysval, to be used for modifying 
the relevant information of the component, which is one 
element of faus set before being computed. The faus set is 
a DS when the equations have a root (it needs to check 
whether the equations have a root or not.) and tempobsval 
is consistent with obsval (Note: tempobsval is consistent 
with obsval when every node’s value of obsval is equal to 
the corresponding node’s value of tempobsval). 

To check whether the set faus is a DS or not, we have 
the following theorems clearly.  

Theorem 1: If faus is empty, then faus is a DS when 
obsval is consistent with tempobsval. 

Theorem 2: If faus is empty, then faus is not a DS when 
obsval is inconsistent with tempobsval. 

Theorem 3: If faus is not empty, then faus is not a DS 
when the equations (derived from the above method) have 
a root and obsval is inconsistent with tempobsval. 

Theorem 4: If faus is not empty, then faus is a DS when 
the equations (derived from the previous   method) have 
a root and obsval is consistent with tempobsval. 

Theorem 5: If faus is not empty, then faus is not a DS 

{A} 

{A, B} 

{A, B, C} 

{ } 

{B} {C} {D}

{A, C} {A, D} {B, C} {B, D} {C, D}

{A, B, D} {A, C, D} {B, C, D} 

{A, B, C, D} 
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when the equations (derived form the above method) do 
not have a root. 

3. An Example 

 

Fig.2 poly-box system 

One of the poly-box systems, depicted in Fig.2, contains 
9 components, where M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 and M6 are 
multipliers, A1, A2 and A3 are adders, respectively. The 
input and output of the system are depicted in Fig.2. The 
pruned FaultComps-tree T is shown in Fig.3. 

The procedure of generating a pruned FaultComps -tree 
T is as follows. 

Set {M6}: Let the output variable of M6 be x, then x = 
144. Though the equations have a root, tempobsval is 
inconsistent with obsval. Therefore, {M6} is not a DS.  

Set {M5}: Let the output variable of M5 be x, then x = 
140. The equations have a root and tempobsval is 
consistent with obsval. Therefore, {M5} is a DS. 

Set {M3}: Let the output variable of M3 be x, then x*12 
= 144. Though the equations have a root, tempobsval is 
inconsistent with obsval. Therefore, {M3} is not a DS. 

Set {A2}: Let the output variable of A2 be x, then x*12 
= 144, x*12 = 140. The equations have not a root, {A2} is 
not a DS. 
Set {A1}: Let the output variable of A1 be x, then x*12 

= 144. The equations have a root and tempobsval is 
inconsistent with obsval. Therefore, {A1} is a DS. 

Set {M4}: Let the output variable of M4 be x, then 
(x+6)*12 = 144. Though the equations have a root, 
tempobsval is inconsistent with obsval. Therefore, {M4} is 
not a DS. 

Set {M3}: Let the output variable of M6 be x, then 
(x+6)*(x+6) = 144, (x+6)*12 = 140. The equations have 
not a root, {M3} is not a DS. 

Set {M2}: Let the output variable of M6 be x, then 
(x+6)*(x+6) = 140, (x+6)*12 = 144. The equations have 
not a root, {M2} is not a DS. 

Set {M1}: Let the output variable of M1 be x, then x = 
144. The equations have a root and tempobsval is 
inconsistent with obsval. Therefore, {M1} is a DS. 

Set {M2, M6}: Let the output variable of M2 be x and 
the output variable of M6 be y, then y = 144, (x+6)*(x+6) = 
140. The equations have a root and tempobsval is 
consistent with obsval. Therefore, {M2, M6} is a DS 
And so on. 

Finally, a FaultComps-tree T containing 25 nodes is 
derived, in which nodes marked with “√”or “×”need 
not to be extended. Then all the MDs are obtained from the 
nodes marked with √” 

.  

Fig.3 FaultComps-tree T 

4. System implement  
We have implemented a program in Visual C++6.0 

(AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 3600+ , 
1.90 GHz, 1GRAM, Windows XP), and increased the scale 
of poly-box system. The GUI of the program is depicted in 
Fig. 4, and the result is shown in table 1. 

From table 1, we can see clearly that: (1) The time of 
computing all MDs is very low. (2) As increasing the scale 
of the poly-box system, the computing time has increased 
smoothly. While in Reiter’s method, the result cannot be 
derived about 20 components in a poly-box system. (3) 
The number of the nodes in FaultComps-tree T is not 
exponentially increasing as the increasing of the scale of 
poly-box system, with very few nodes irrelevant to DS 
being generated. 
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Table 1 the all MDs of poly-box and running time. 

Components of 
system 

Nodes of 
FaultComps-tree 

Numbers of 
MDs 

Running 
time(ms) 

5 8 4 0.222 
9 25 15 1.271 
14 63 43 5.476 
20 135 100 20.635 

 

 

Fig.4 The GUI of 9 components poly-box 

5. Conclusions  
Reiter proposed a method of finding diagnosis by 

computing the conflict sets, whose complexity is 
exponential time cost. Davis [18], de Kleer and Williams [19] 
proposed constrain propagation method to compute the 
conflict sets. Unlike their methods, our approach can find 
all MDs without computing the conflict sets. The method 
is easy to understand and implement. Although the 
computing procedure is formalized by a tree, it is 
implemented with the linked list structure. Our approach 
allows attention to be focused on the variable propagation 
in a special direction of the components in the system, 
avoiding the combinatorial explosion caused by calling 
ATMS, known as an NP-complete problem. The number of 

the nodes in FaultComps-tree T which is irrelevant with a 
DS is very few. As the closed nodes are added into the 
SE-tree, the non-minimal diagnoses can never be produced, 
and the true resolutions can not be missed by pruning, 
either. 
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